Physical Education / Games
Children will participate in OAA and team building
activities, focussing on working collaboratively, orienting
and reading simple maps. Children will also take part in
athletic activities, being taught a variety of effective
running, jumping and throwing techniques in isolation
and combination.
With CM Sport, children will take part in lessons
focussing on striking and fielding, developing and
applying these skills to Rounders’.

French

Who doesn’t love animals? Children will introduce
themselves and learn the names of different animal (using
an accurate accent, correct pronunciation and intonation).
They will then be able to say how many animals/pets
they have at home, if any, and detail which ones they are.

Design and Technology

What better way to learn about how the
Roman’s made things than by finding their
inner carpenter and creating their own mosaic
wooden photo frame?!
Children will use a range of designing,
measuring, cutting and joining techniques to
create their final product.

Computing:
We are music makers! During this term, we will be exploring different ways to use technology to make music. We will be using apps called Isle of Tunes and Garage Band to use pre-set sounds to
make compositions. We will also look at a programme called Audacity to record and compose our very own musical masterpiece! We will also be continuing with our We are E-Safety Legends! unit.

Religious Education:
Children will be exploring different ceremonies, focussing on funerals, and comparing the similarities and differences between Christian and Sikh ceremonies. Children will also be looking at the
concept of Temptation and discussing making the right choices when faced with different temptations.

P.D.L:
Children will be returning to the key unit of Keeping Safe. In addition to this, children will be learning and discussing the importance of Economic Wellbeing, preparing for their futures and
understanding what steps they can take now to ensure success in later life.

Art:
Prepare to get messy!
During this theme, the children will explore different sculptures and techniques used for sculpting. Children will apply these skills when making their very own Roman Pottery!

Geography:

Whilst learning about the Roman Empire, the children will discover where the Romans originated, invaded and conquered. The children will locate these places on a map and
discuss the importance and impact that is has had on the world today.

Music:
Children will continue to develop key terminology used within music, including composer, score and conductor. Children will study the composer John Williams and will learn about his life, listen
to and compare pieces of his music and compose their own score using John Williams as their inspiration. Children will also have the opportunity to perform to the rest of the class.

